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Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect group P and e a root
 .   .  ..of b in C P . If the inertial quotient E s N P, e rP ? C P is isomorphic toG G G
Z = Z and p P 7, then there is a perfect isometry from the group of generalized4 2
characters of some twisted group algebra of the semidirect product of E and P
onto the group of generalized characters of G in b, and, furthermore, b and its
 .Brauer correspondent in N P are isotypic. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.G
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p, O a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k
and quotient field K of characteristic zero, G a finite group, b a p-block
  ..of G i.e., a primitive idempotent of Z kG , P a defect group of b, e a
 .   . Groot of b in C P i.e., a p-block of C P such that e s b in Brauer'sG G
.  .  .notation , and E the inertial quotient N P, e rP ? C P . We assumeG G
< <that K contains the P th roots of unity. Let Br denote the BrauerP
 .  .morphism associated with P. Then Br b is a block of N P , the BrauerP G
Ãcorrespondent of b. Let L be the semidirect product of P with E. Let L
 .  .be the k*-central extension of L determined by b such that kN P Br bG P
Ã Ãw xis Morita equivalent to k#L by Theorem A in 7 , where k#L denotes
Ã the twisted group algebra over k of L determined by L. When P is
Ã  .abelian, the k*-central extension E of E is determined by N P, e andG
Ãw xits block e by Lemma 2.5 in 9 and L is the semidirect product of P with
Ã Ã.  .  .E. Let L L and L G, b be the Grothendieck groups of the categoriesK K
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Ã of ordinary K-representations of L and of G in b. By Lemma 5.5 and
Ãw xProposition 5.15 in 8 we can consider a finite group L9 of L and its
Ã .p-block b9 instead of an infinite group L. We will show that when P is
abelian and E is isomorphic to Z = Z and p P 7, there is a special kind4 2
Ã .  .of bijective isometry called isotypy between L L and L G, b , whereK K
Z and Z denote the cyclic groups of order 4 and 2, respectively. An4 2
isotypy is, in particular, a perfect isometry and the existence of a perfect
Ã .  .isometry between L L and L G, b implies that Alperin's weightK K
w xconjecture in 1 holds in this case. Furthermore, a perfect isometry
preserves various properties and invarients between them. For the details
of definitions, motivations, a historical background and by-products of this
w xstudy see the introduction of 13 .
Ã  .1.2. Let b be the unique primitive idempotent of Z OG corre-
 .sponding to b. Let CF G, b be the O-module of the O-valued classO
Ã .  .functions a on G such that a gb s a g for any g in G. Similarly we
Ã .  .regard CF L as such O-module corresponding to L9 and b9 cf. 1.1 . LetO
 .ECF P be the O-module of E-stable O-valued class functions on P.O
 w x .Here we state the main result. For the definition of l)h see 1.4 in 9 .
THEOREM 1.3. Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect
group P and assume that the inertial quotient E of b is isomorphic to Z = Z4 2
and p P 7. Then with the notation abo¨e there is a bijecti¨ e isometry
ÃD : CF L ª CF G, b . .O O
such that we ha¨e
ÃD L L s L G, b , D l)h s l)D h .  .  . . .K K
E Ã .  .for any l in CF P and any h in CF L . In particular, D is a perfectO O
isometry.
1.4. In the argument to prove Theorem 1.3 we actually prove the
 .existence of a G, b -local system over the set of all the subgroups of P,
which implies that this bijective isometry is an isotypy in the ``good
  . w xdefinition.'' For the definition of a G, b -local system see 3.2 in 9 or 2.3
w xin 13 , and for the definition of an isotypy in the ``good definition'' see
w x w x .Remark 2 after Definition 4.6 in 3 or Definition 1.8 in 13 .
THEOREM 1.5. Let b be a p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect
 .group P and e a root of b in C P . Assume that the inertial quotientG
 .  .N P, e rP ? C P of b is isomorphic to Z = Z and p P 7. Then b, itsG G 4 2
 .  .Brauer correspondent Br b and e, considered as blocks of G, N P andP G
 .  .N P, e respecti¨ ely, are isotypic in the ``good definition'' .G
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1.6. Assuming only that P is abelian, we have developed a general
 .part of our method without any hypothesis on E in Sections 2 and 3 in
w x  w x9 . Hence we omit it here. See Section 2 in 13 , where we have
.summarized it briefly. Here we list some general notation for a p-block b
of a finite group G. We use the same notation even if b is a sum of
 .  .p-blocks of G. Irr G and Irr G, b denote the set of the irreducibleK K
ordinary characters of G and the set of those in b, respectively. Set
 .  .  . 0 . 0 ."Irr G, b s Irr G, b j yIrr G, b . L G and L G, b denoteK K K K K
 .the set of the characters in L G which vanish on all elements of G ofK
 .order prime to p and the set of those in b, respectively. L G andk
 .L G, b denote the Grothendieck groups of the categories of the finitelyk
generated kG-modules and the finitely generated kGb-modules, respec-
 .  .tively. Let Irr G and Irr G, b be the set of the irreducible Brauerk k
 .characters of G and the set of those in b, respectively. Let l G and
 .  .  .l G, b be the numbers of the characters in Irr G and in Irr G, b ,k k
 .  .respectively. We abbreviate l G, b as l b if the group G is obvious. We
 .use the same notation for k*-groups. Let CF G be the set of K-valuedK
 .central functions over G. Let BCF G be the set of K-valued G-centralK
functions over the set of elements of G of order prime to p. Let d beG
 .  . 0 .Brauer's restriction map from CF G to BCF G . Let CF G be theK K K
 w x.kernel of d cf. 9, 2.9.2 .G
Ã .2. EXTENDING ISOMETRIES IN CASE C Q / LÃL
2.1. In the remaining sections we assume that P is abelian and
4 2 :E s s, t s s t s 1, st s ts
< <and we will prove Theorem 1.3 by induction on G . Note that there is only
one non-split k*-central extension of Z = Z . Let X be an E-stable4 2
non-empty set of subgroups of P and assume that X contains any
w xsubgroup of P containing an element of X ; in 3.2 in 9 , we introduce the
 . w xnotion of G, b -local system G o¨er X. As Theorem 4.2 in 9 we will prove
 .the following slightly stronger result from which Theorem 1.3 follows by
w x4.3 in 9 .
THEOREM 2.2. With the same notation and the same hypothesis as those in
 .Theorem 1.3 there is a G, b -local system o¨er the set of all the subgroups
of P.
w x2.3. By 3.4.2 and 4.3 in 9 , in order to prove Theorem 2.2 it
 .suffices to show that if G is a G, b -local system over X and X does not
contain all the subgroups of P and Q is a subgroup of P maximal such
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 .that Q f X, then, up to modification of our starting G, b -local system G
Ã  w x.with a suitable L-local system over X cf. 9, 4.3 , G can be extended to a
 .G, b -local system G9 over the union X 9 of X and the E-orbit of Q.
 .  .  .  .2.4. Set C Q s C Q rQ, C Q s C Q rQ, P s PrQ, andÃ ÃG G L L
C Q.G  .  .  .f s e so that Q, f ; P, e . Denote by f the image of f in kC QG
0 w xand consider the map D introduced in 3.6 in 9 . By Propositions 3.7 andQ
w x 3.11 in 9 , it suffices to prove that the isometry determined by the
 . .modified G, b -local system
0 0 06D : L C Q L C Q , f .  . . .ÃQ K L K G
 .  w x.can be extended to an N Q -stable isometry cf. 9, 4.3E
6
D : L C Q L C Q , f . .  . . .ÃQ K L K G
From now on we will prove the existence of D . Note that P is a defectQ
 .  .  4group of f and the inertial quotient of f is C Q . If C Q s 1 , thenE E
 .we can prove the existence of N Q -stable isometry D quite similarly toE Q
w x4.4 in 9 .
<  . <2.4. First assume that C Q s 2. Then we can define D byQE
w x  w x.4.7.3 in 9 cf. 9, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 . In order to prove that this D isQ
 . <  .  . <N Q -stable we may assume that N Q : C Q s 2 or 4 and it sufficesE E E
to prove:
 .   ..2.4.1. N Q acts tri¨ ially on Irr C Q if and only if it acts tri¨ iallyÃE k L
  . .  w x.on Irr C Q , f cf. 9, 4.8 .k G
 .Note that e is also a root of the block f of N Q, f and the corre-G
 .sponding k*-central extension of the inertial quotient N Q of f isE
Ã w x   ..contained in E by 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 in 9 and then it is N Q . SetÃE
N Q s N Q rQ, N Q, f s N Q, f rQ, .  .  .  .Ã ÃL L G G
 . <  . <and denote also by f the image of f in N Q, f . If N Q s 4, then weG E
have
l N Q s l N Q, f , f 2.4.2 .  .  . . .ÃL G
w x  .by using the results of 9, 10 for f and then from 2.4.2 , 2.4.1 follows.
<  . <  .  .2.5. Assume that C Q s 2 and N Q rC Q is a cyclic groupE E E
 .  .of order 4. Since N Q rC Q is a cyclic group whose order is prime toE E
  . .  . p, we have l N Q, f , f s 8 respectively, 2 when E acts trivially re-G
.   . .   ..spectively, E does not act trivially on Irr C Q , f ; we have l N Q s 8Ãk G L
 .  .respectively, 2 when E acts trivially respectively, E does not act trivially
  ..  .on Irr C Q . Hence it suffices to prove 2.4.2 again.Ãk L
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 .  .Note that if N Q, f / G, then 2.4.2 follows from induction appliedG
 .  .to the block f in N Q, f . Hence we may assume that G s N Q, f andG G
then b s f. By the result on normal defect group case, we have
l N Q s l N Q s l N P , Br f . 2.5.1 .  .  .  .  . .  . .Ã ÃL L G P
 .Since f is a block of C Q , we haveG
Br f s Br f .  .P P
and then
Irr N P , Br f s Irr N P , Br f . 2.5.2 .  .  .  . .  . .k G P k G P
 .Note that f is a sum of blocks of G s GrQ and by 3.13 and Proposition
w x3.14 in 9 each of such blocks has a defect group P and its inertial
 .  .quotient is involved in N Q , whereas Br f is a sum of the sameE P
 .  .number of blocks of N P by Brauer's first main theorem. Then by 6GG
w x w xin 2 , the results in 11, 9, 10 and the induction hypothesis, we have
l N P , Br f s l G, f . 2.5.3 .  . .  . .G P
 .  .  .  .From 2.5.1 , 2.5.2 , and 2.5.3 , 2.4.2 follows.
<  . <  .  .2.6. Next assume that C Q s 2 and N Q rC Q is a KleinE E E
 .  .four group. Since N P, e is a b-control subgroup for P, e ,G
N Q, f s N P , e C Q .  .  .G G G
in this case, and then
N P , e l C Q rC P + C Q . .  .  .  .G G G E
We claim that
 .   ..2.6.1. Any element of N Q acts tri¨ ially on Irr C Q ; any elementÃE k L
 .   . .of N Q acts tri¨ ially on Irr C Q , f .E k G
The first half of 2.6.1 is easily checked. On the other hand, for any
 .  .element x of N Q y C Q we have the corresponding subgroup HE E
 .  .  .such that N P, e l C Q ; H ; N P, e andG G G
 :x , C Q rC Q + H ? C Q rC Q . .  .  .  .E E G G
 .   .:Note that the block f of H ? C Q has the inertial quotient x, C QG E
of order 4 and the corresponding k*-central extension of the inertial
Ãquotient of f is contained in E and then it always splits. Hence
<   . . <Irr H ? C Q , f s 4 and the latter half of 2.6.1 holds and 2.4.1 follows.k G
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 .  .2.7. Assume that C Q is a cyclic group of order 4. Then C QÃE L
 .splits. Let j , r and r denote respectively the characters of C QÃ0 1 L
 .corresponding to the trivial character of C Q , the regular character ofE
 .  .C Q and the regular character of the factor group of C Q factored byE E
the unique subgroup of order 2 and set j s r y j and r y r s j q1 1 0 1 2
  ..j s s , where j and j are in Irr C Q .Ã3 1 2 3 K L
w xBy 3.6.1 in 10
3
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z m y r .  .  . .Ã   K L i i 1
l is0 mgM
q Z n y s q Z z y r , .  . 1
ngN zgJ
C Q.E .where l runs over Irr P and M, N, and J are respectively the setsK
  ..  .of characters in Irr C Q such that setting d s d we have d m sÃK L C Q.ÃL
 .  .  .  . w xd r , d n s d s , and z 1 s 4. By 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 in 10 we have:1 1
C Q.E .2.7.1. For any nontri¨ ial character l in Irr P , any i such thatK
0 O i O 3 and any z in J, any m in M, and any n in N, we ha¨e
3
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j , D z y r s z y j .  . Q i i il i Q i
is0
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD m y r s m y j y j and D n y s s n y j y j , .  .Ã ÃQ 1 0 1 Q 1 2 3
Ã Ã Ã   . .where j , j , z , m, and n belong to "Irr C Q , f and all characters xÃ Ã Ãi il K G
are pairwise orthogonal when x runs o¨er
3  .C QE
j , j 1 / l g Irr P j M j N j J . .D  5i il K
is0
w xSimilarly to 3.9 in 10 we define D asQ
Ã ÃD j s j , D l)j s j 0 O i O 3 .  .  .Q i i Q i il
ÃD m s m , D n s n , D z s z 2.7.2 .  .  .  .Ã ÃQ Q Q
C Q.E .  4for any l g Irr P y 1 , any m g M, and n g N, and any z g J. WeK
 .claim that we can define this isometry D to be N Q -stable. We mayQ E
0 .  .  .assume that C Q / N Q so that N Q s E. Since D is alreadyE E E Q
E-stable, it suffices to prove that the isometry induced by D fromQ
  ..   . .  w x.L C Q to L C Q , f is E-stable cf. 4.8 in 9 . Since E fixes r andÃk L k G
Ã Ã Ã Ãstabilizes the set J, E fixes j q j q j q j and, therefore, the action0 1 2 3
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  ..   . .of E on L C Q and L C Q , f solely depends on the action of EÃk L k G
on the E-stable sets
Ãd j 0 O i O 3 , d j 0 O i O 3 . 2.7.3 .  . . 5  5i iC Q. C Q.ÃL G
  ..   . 4Note that E acts on Irr C Q s d j ¬ 0 O i O 3 either triviallyÃk L iC Q.ÃL
 .or in such a way that there are exactly two orbits of length two . On the
  . .other hand, the number of the E-orbits on Irr C Q , f coincides withk G
Ã .that of the E-orbits on the latter set in 2.7.3 . We remark that E always
Ã Ã Ã Ãfixes r and then E fixes j q j and j q j when M s N / B. Now it1 0 1 2 3
suffices to prove that
  ..2.7.4. E acts tri¨ ially on Irr C Q if and only if it acts tri¨ ially onÃk L
  . .Irr C Q , f ;k G
  ..2.7.5. E acts on Irr C Q in such a way that there are exactly twoÃk L
  . .orbits if and only if it acts on Irr C Q , f in the same way.k G
  .Indeed, when M s N / B, D defined in 2.7.2 is always E-stable byQ
2.7.4, 2.7.5, and the above remark, and even when M s N s B, we can
Ã  . .choose j 0 O i O 3 suitably so that D is E-stable by 2.7.4 and 2.7.5.i Q
w xOn the other hand, by a similar argument to 4.9 in 9 we have
  ..   ..   ..l N Q s 8 when E acts trivially on Irr C Q , and we have l N QÃ Ã ÃL k L L
  . .s 2 when E does not act trivially on it. Similarly, we have l N Q, f , fG
  . .   . .s 8 when E acts trivially on Irr C Q , f , and we have l N Q, f , f sk G G
2 when E acts on it in such a way that there are exactly two orbits of
   . . .length two. Other actions force l N Q, f f to be 5. Hence for 2.7.4G
 .and 2.7.5 it suffices to prove 2.4.2 again. Now quite similarly to the latter
 . half of 2.5, 2.4.2 follows by induction or reduction to the cases where the
.orders of the inertial quotients are 4, 2, or 1 .
 .   .2.8. Assume that C Q is a Klein four group i.e., C Q sE E
 2 :.  .s , t . Note that C Q splits. Let j , r, and r denote respectively theÃL F
 .  .characters of C Q corresponding to the trivial character of C Q , theÃL E
 .  .regular character of C Q and the regular character of C Q rF for anyE E
 .nontrivial proper subgroup F of C Q , and set s s r y r and j sE F F F
r y j .F
w xBy 4.11 in 9 we have
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z l)j y j .  .  . .Ã  K L F F
l l , F
q Z m y r q Z n y s .  . F F F F
F , m F , nF F
q Z z y r , 2.8.1 .  .
z
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C E .P .where l runs over Irr P , F runs over the set of nontrivial properK
subgroups of E, and m , n , and z run respectively over the sets ofF F
  ..  .characters in Irr C Q such that setting d s d we have d m sÃK L FC Q.ÃL
 .  .  .  .d r , d n s d s , and z 1 s 4.F F F
  ..When C C Q / Q, we haveP E
 .C QEIrr P P 3 2.8.2 .  .K
0  w  .and then we have a unique possible decomposition of D cf. 9, 4.11.2 ,Q
 . x. w x4.14.1 , 4.15.2, 4.16.1, 4.17.1, and 4.17.3 and as in 4.17 in 9 we can get an
C Q.E .  .N Q -stable isometry D , where we have to use Irr P , instead ofE Q K
E . w x   .Irr P in 9 . N Q -stability of D mainly follows from 4.17.1 for anyK E Q
C Q.E . w x  . .   ..l g Irr P in 9 and 2.8.2 . Now we assume that C C Q s Q.K P E
We may assume that there are at least two nontrivial proper subgroups F
 .  .  .  w x.and F9 of C Q such that C F / Q and C F9 / Q cf. 4.11 in 9 .E P P
  ..  .When C C Q s Q and C F0 s Q for the remaining nontrivialP E P
 . w xproper subgroup F0 of C Q , by 4.16 in 9 we have a unique possibleE
0  .decomposition of D and we can get an isometry D . N Q -stability ofQ Q E
 .  .D follows from N Q -stability of r and the fact that N Q stabilizesÃQ E E
 4  4r , s and r , s with the same notation as that in 4.11 and 4.15 inÃ Ã Ã ÃF F F 9 F 9
w x  w  .  .  .x.9 cf. 9, 4.11.3 , 4.14.1 , and 4.15.1 .
  ..  .2.9. Now we assume that C C Q s Q and C F0 / Q. WeP E P
 :may assume that F0 s t . In this case, if necessary, we modify G with
Ã Ã w xthe L-local system G defined in 4.18 in 9 which is the map defined over X
Ã 2 :.  .sending R g X to G if C s , t m R ; C t and to the identityR P P
Ã   ..otherwise, where G permutes nontrivially the set Irr C R . Then weÃR k L
 w  .may assume that we have a unique possible decomposition cf. 9, 4.11.2 ,
 .  . x.4.14.1 , 4.15.2, 4.19.1 , and 4.19.3 and we can get an isometry D , whoseQ
 .N Q -stability follows similarly to 2.8.E
3. ACTION OF E ON P
3.1. Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that
Ã .C Q s L. Before we go further we have to take a closer look at theÃL
structure of P according to the action of E on P.
When a p9-group F acts on an abelian p-group P in general, we have
w xP s C F = P , F . .P
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 4If F s 1, t , t , t is a Klein four group, then1 2 3
3
P s C F = C t , C t s C F = C t .  .  .  .  .P w P , F x i P i P w P , F x i
is1
1 O i O 3 3.1.1 .  .
w x  w x.by Theorem 3.16 in Chapter 5 in 6 cf. 6, Chap. 10, Theorem 1.4 .
Furthermore, we have
3.1.2. If F acts faithfully on P, then for any distinct pair i and j in
 41, 2, 3
 4C t = C t / 1 . .  .w P , F x i w P , F x j
 .  2 :Now we apply 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 to our case. Since s , t acts faithfully
2w  :xon P, setting P9 s P, s , t , we have
2 2 2 :P s C s , t = C s = C t = C s t 3.1.3 .  .  .  . .P P 9 P 9 P 9
2  4C s = C t / 1 3.1.4 .  .  .P 9 P 9
2 2  4C s = C s t / 1 3.1.5 .  .  .P 9 P 9
2  4C t = C s t / 1 . 3.1.6 .  .  .P 9 P 9
 .  .Furthermore, by 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 ,
2 2 2 .  :.  .  4  .  43.1.7. If C s s C s , t , then C s s 1 , C t / 1 , andP P P 9 P 9
2 .  4C s t / 1 .P 9
2 .Since E acts on C s as a Klein four group, we have three p-sub-P
2w  . xgroups, P , P , and P of C s , E , such that1 2 3 P
2C s s C E = P = P = P , 3.1.8 .  .  .P P 1 2 3
where
2 :C s , t s C E = P , C s s C E = P , .  .  . .P P 1 P P 2
C st s C E = P . .  .P P 3
 .By 3.1.8 we have
2 :3.1.9. There exists an element of P whose stabilizer in E is s , if and
only if at least two of P , P , and P are not tri¨ ial.1 2 3
3.2. The final remark which plays an important role in our discus-
 w x.sion in Section 5 is as follows cf. 9, 3.10.1 :
 .  43.2.1. There is an element u in P y Q such that C u s 1 .E
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Ã Ã .4. EXTENDING ISOMETRIES IN CASE C Q s L AND EÃL
DOES NOT SPLIT
Ã Ã .4.1. In this section we assume that C Q s L and E does notÃL
Ã .split. Note that E which does not split is unique. We also assume that
Ãw x  .p P 7. By Remark 9 in Section 1 in 5 Irr E consists of exactly twoK
characters and we denote by j and j the corresponding characters in0 1
  ..Irr C Q determined by the restriction from the exact sequence 1 ªÃK L
Ã .P ª C Q ª E ª 1.ÃL
Set r s j q j and d s d. Then it is easily checked that0 1 C Q.ÃL
1
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z m y j .  .  . .Ã   K L i i 0
mis0 l
q Z n y j q Z a y r q Z i y 2j .  .  .  1 0
n a i
q Z u y 2j q Z z y 2 r , 4.1.1 .  .  . 1
u z
E .where l runs o¨er Irr P , and m, n , a , i, u , and z run respecti¨ ely o¨erK
  ..  .  .  .  .the sets of characters in Irr C Q such that d m s d j , d n s d j ,ÃK L 0 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .d a s d r , d i s d 2j , d u s d 2j , and z 1 s 8.0 1
4.2. Set
A s a g Irr C Q d a s d r . .  .  . .Ã 5K L
Note that the restriction of any character in A to P is a sum of exactly
 :four distinct irreducible characters of P whose stabilizers are t at the
 2 :same time or s t at the same time. Exactly two characters in A have the
same restriction to P. Hence by 3.1.6
< <A P 6 4.2.1 .
since p P 7. Then it is quite clear that
4.2.2. For any a g A we ha¨e
0D a y r s a y r , . Ã ÃQ
  . .where a belongs to "Irr C Q , f and a is orthogonal to r andÃ Ã ÃK G
r , r s 2. .Ã Ã  .C QG
Furthermore, all characters a are pairwise orthogonal.Ã
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4.3. Next we claim that
  ..  .4.3.1. For any z in Irr C Q such that z 1 s 8, we ha¨eÃK L
0 ÃD z y 2 r s z y 2 r , . ÃQ
Ã   . .  4where z belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "a ¬ a g A and is orthogonalÃK G
to r.Ã
By way of contradiction suppose that for some a g A
0D z y 2 r , a / 0. 4.3.2 .  .Ã /Q  .C QG
Then notice that 4.3.2 also holds for any a in A and this value is "1 by
 .4.2.1 . Since
0 0D z y 2 r , D a y r s 4, .  . /Q Q  .C QG
  . .we have some character Y in "Irr C Q , f such thatK G
0D z y 2 r , Y s y3, r , Y s 1. .  .  .Ã C Q /Q G .C QG
0  .This forces the size of D z y 2 r to be more than 9, which is aQ
contradiction. Now 4.3.2 does not hold and 4.3.1 follows easily.
4.4. Set
M s m g Irr C Q d m s d j . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 0
Note that the restriction of any character in M to P is a sum of exactly
2 :two irreducible characters of P whose stabilizers are s , t at the same
 :  :time or s at the same time or st at the same time. Furthermore,
exactly two characters of M have the same restriction to P. Hence cf.
.p P 7
< <M s B or M P 6. 4.4.1 .
These facts also hold when we replace m by n and j by j . Let i be any0 1
  ..  .  .character in Irr C Q such that d i s d 2j . Then the restriction of iÃK L 0
to P is a sum of exactly four irreducible characters of P whose stabilizers
 2:  .are s . Then by 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 we remark that M / B if such
a character exists. These facts also hold when we replace i by u and j 0
by j .1
 .Now by 4.2.1 , 4.2.2, and the above remark it is quite clear that
  ..4.4.2. For any pair m and n and any pair i and u in Irr C Q suchÃK L
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .that d m s d j , d n s d j , d i s d 2j and d u s d 2j , set-0 1 0 1
ting
Ã Ãr s j q j ,Ã 0 1
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we ha¨e
0 0Ã ÃD m y j s m y j , D n y j s n y j , .  .Ã ÃQ 0 0 Q 1 1
0 0Ã Ã ÃD i y 2j s i y 2j , D u y 2j s u y 2j , .  .ÃQ 0 0 Q 1 1
Ã Ã Ã   . .  4where m, n , i, u , j , and j belong to "Irr C Q , f y "a ¬ a g AÃ Ã Ã Ã0 1 K G
and are orthogonal to each other.
4.5. Setting
Ã Ãr s j q jÃ 0 1
 .as 4.4.2 even when M is empty ,
E .  44.5.1. For any l in Irr P y 1 and i s 0 and 1 we ha¨eK
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j , .Q i i il i
Ã Ã Ã  . .  4where j and j belong to "Irr C Q , f y "j ¬ i s 0, 1 and are0l 1l K G i
orthogonal to each other.
Now it is clear that
4.5.2. All characters x are pairwise orthogonal when x runs o¨er theÃ
E  .  44union of j , j ¬ i s 0, 1, l g Irr P y 1 and the subset ofi il K
  ..  .   .  .  . 4Irr C Q such that d x g d 2 r , d j , d 2j ¬ i s 0, 1 .ÃK L i i
0By 4.2.2, 4.3.1, 4.4.2, 4.5.1, and 4.5.2 D is completely determined and itQ
 . is now easy to construct an isometry D , which is N Q -stable sinceQ E
 .  . .C Q s N Q s E .E E
< < < <Remark 4.6. When p s 3 or 5, A and M can be smaller, but we can
0show that the decomposition of D is unique and it is the same one asQ
above.
Ã .5. EXTENDING ISOMETRIES IN CASE C Q s LÃL
ÃAND E SPLITS
Ã Ã .5.1. In this section we assume that C Q s L and E splits andÃL
Ãwe choose a splitting E + k* = E. First set
Ä Ä Ä Ä :Irr s s j s 1 , j , j , j 5.1.1 .  . 5K 0  s: 1 2 3
Ä Ä ’ .  .in such a way that j s s yj s s y1 . Let j be the restriction to2 3 0
 .  .C Q of the trivial character of E and let j q j , r s j q j andÃL 0 1 1 0 2
 .j q j respectively be the restrictions to C Q of the regular charactersÃ0 3 L
 :  2 :  :of Er s , Er s , t , and Er st . Let j , j , j and j respectively be4 5 6 7
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 .the restrictions to C Q of the remaining irreducible characters of E,ÃL
where we choose the notation in such a way that we have
ÄRes j s Res j s j 0 O j O 3 5.1.2 .  . s: 2 j  s: 2 jq1 j
 .  .and r q r s r q j q j and r q r s r q j q j respectively1 3 1 4 6 1 4 1 5 7
 :  2 : correspond to the regular characters of Er t and Er s t . Here
 : .Res j indicates the restriction of a character j to s . Set r s j q j s: 2 1 3
and r s r q r q r q r .1 2 3 4
5.2. Set
d s d .C Q.ÃL
It is easily checked that
0L C Q . .ÃK L
7
s Z l)j y j q Z m y j y j .  .  i i 0 1
ml is0
q Z n y j y j q Z t y j y j .  . 2 3 4 5
n t
q Z v y j y j q Z m9 y j y j .  . 6 7 0 3
v m9
q Z n 9 y j y j q Z t 9 y j y j .  . 1 2 4 7
n 9 t 9
q Z v9 y j y j q Z m0 y r q Z n 0 y r .  .  .  5 6 1 2
v9 m0 n 0
q Z t 0 y r q Z v0 y r q Z a y r y r .  .  .  3 4 1 3
at 0 v 0
q Z b y r y r q Z g y r y r .  . 2 4 1 4
gb
q Z d y r y r q Z i y r y r .  . 2 3 1 2
id
q Z u y r y r q Z z y r , 5.2.1 .  .  . 3 4
u z
E .where l runs over Irr P and m, n , t , v, m9, n 9, t 9, v9, m0, n 0, t 0, v0,K
  ..a , b , g , d , i, u , and z run over the sets of characters in Irr C Q suchÃK L
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .that d m s d j q j , d n s d j q j , d t s d j q j , d v s0 1 2 3 4 5
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .d j q j , d m9 s d j q j , d n 9 s d j q j , d t 9 s d j q j ,6 7 0 3 1 2 4 7
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .d v9 s d j q j , d m0 s d r , d n 0 s d r , d t 0 s d r ,5 6 1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . d v0 s d r , d a s d r q r , d b s d r q r , d g s d r q4 1 3 2 4 1
.  .  .  .  .  .  .r , d d s d r q r , d i s d r q r , d u s d r q r and4 2 3 1 2 3 4
 .z 1 s 8 respectively.
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Set
M s m g Irr C Q d m s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 0 1
N s n g Irr C Q d n s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 2 3
T s t g Irr C Q d t s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 4 5
W s v g Irr C Q d v s d j q j . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 6 7
Note that for any m in M we have
d j m s d j q j , d j m s d j q j , .  .  .  .2 2 3 4 4 5 5.2.2 .
d j m s d j q j .  .6 6 7
Also note that each character in M j N j T j W has the property that
its restriction to P is a sum of exactly two distinct irreducible characters of
 :P whose stabilizers in E are s . Then we have
< < < < < < < <M s N s T s W s B or M s N s T s W P 3, 5.2.3 .
since p P 7. Set
M9 s m9 g Irr C Q d m9 s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 0 3
N9 s n 9 g Irr C Q d n 9 s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 1 2
T 9 s t 9 g Irr C Q d t 9 s d j q j .  .  . .Ã 5K L 4 7
W9 s v9 g Irr C Q d v9 s d j q j . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 5 6
Note that for any m9 in M9 we have
d j m9 s d j q j , d j m9 s d j q j , .  .  .  .2 1 2 4 4 7 5.2.4 .
d j m9 s d j q j . .  .6 5 6
Also note that each character in M9 j N9 j T 9 j W9 has the property
that its restriction to P is a sum of exactly two distinct irreducible
 :characters of P whose stabilizers in E are st . Then we have
< < < < < < < <M9 s N9 s T 9 s W9 s B or M9 s N9 s T 9 s W9 P 3,
5.2.5 .
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since p P 7. Set
M0 s m0 g Irr C Q d m0 s d r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 1
N0 s n 0 g Irr C Q d n 0 s d r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 2
T 0 s t 0 g Irr C Q d t 0 s d r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 3
W0 s v0 g Irr C Q d v0 s d r . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 4
Note that each character in M0 j N0 j T 0 j W0 has the property that
its restriction to P is a sum of exactly two distinct irreducible characters of
2 :P whose stabilizers in E are s , t . Then we have
< < < < < < < <M0 s N0 s T 0 s W0 s B or M0 s N0 s T 0 s W0 P 3,
5.2.6 .
since p P 7. Set
A s a g Irr C Q d a s d r q r . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 1 3
Note that each character in A has the property that its restriction to P
is a sum of exactly four distinct irreducible characters of P whose stabil-
 :   ..  .izers in E are t . Any character b in Irr C Q such that d b sÃK L
 .d r q r , has the same property. Hence2 4
5.2.7. We ha¨e
< <A s b g Irr C Q d b s d r q r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 2 4
and this number is zero or at least three, since p P 7.
Set
C s g g Irr C Q d g s d r q r . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 1 4
Note that each character in C has the property that its restriction to P is a
sum of exactly four distinct irreducible characters of P whose stabilizers in
2 :   ..  .  .E are s t . Any character d in Irr C Q such that d d s d r q rÃK L 2 3
has the same property. Hence
5.2.8. We ha¨e
< <C s d g Irr C Q d d s d r q r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 2 3
and this number is zero or at least three, since p P 7.
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 .  .We remark that by 3.1.6 , 3.1.8 , and 3.1.7,
5.2.9. We ha¨e A j C / B, in general, and if M s M9 s B, then
A / B and C / B.
Set
I s i g Irr C Q d i s d r q r . .  .  . .Ã 5K L 1 2
Note that each character in I has the property that its restriction to P is a
sum of exactly four distinct irreducible characters of P whose stabilizers in
2 :   ..  .  .E are s . Any character u in Irr C Q such that d u s d r q rÃK L 3 4
has the same property. Hence
5.2.10. We ha¨e
< <I s u g Irr C Q d u s d r q r .  .  . .Ã 5K L 3 4
and this number is zero or at least three, since p P 7.
By 3.1.9,
5.2.11. We ha¨e I / B if and only if at least two of M, M9, and M0 are
not empty.
5.3. Before we start, set
J s z g Irr C Q z 1 s 8 . .  . .Ã 5K L
By 3.2.1, J / B and, moreover,
< <J P 12, 5.3.1 .
since p P 7. To begin with, we claim that for any z in J, the multiplicity of
0  .any irreducible constituent of D z y r is 1 or y1. For this claim weQ
have to eliminate some cases. As the first case which we have to eliminate,
suppose that
0 0D z y r , Y s 2 s D z y r , Y for some z g J , .  . /  /Q 1 Q 2 .  .C Q C QG G
5.3.2 .
  . .where Y and Y belong to "Irr C Q , f and are orthogonal to each1 2 K G
other. In this case we conclude that
C E s Q, 5.3.3 .  .P
0  .considering the images by D of the characters l)j y j 0 O i O 7 forQ i i
E . w x  .any l g Irr P as in the first part of 4.13 in 9 . Moreover, by 5.3.1 ,K
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5.3.4. For any z g J we ha¨e
0 ÃD z y r s 2Y q 2Y q z , .Q 1 2
Ã Ã  . .  4where z belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y and all characters z areK G 1 2
  ..orthogonal to each other when z runs o¨er the set of characters in Irr C QÃK L
of degree 8.
0First of all, considering the images by D of the characters n y j y j ,Q 2 3
t y j y j , v y j y j , and z y r for any n g N, any t g T , any v g W4 5 6 7
and any z g J, we conclude the following:
5.3.5. Assume that M / B. Then for any m g M we ha¨e
0D m y j y j s Y q Z q m , . ÃQ 0 1 i M
 .where i s 1 or 2 being independent of m , and Z and m belong toÃM
Ã  . .   .4"Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "z z g J and are orthogonal to eachK G 1 2
other, and all characters m are orthogonal to each other when m runs o¨er M.Ã
If we choose three characters n , t , and v from N, T , and W, respecti¨ ely,
0then among the images by D of n y j y j , t y j y j , and v y j y j ,Q 2 3 4 5 6 7
exactly one contains Y with multiplicity 1 and the other two do not contain Yi i
0 4  4  .but contain Y , Y y Y with multiplicity 1. If D n y j y j contains Y1 2 i Q 2 3 i
for some n g N, then we ha¨e for any n g N
0D n y j y j s Y y Z q n , . ÃQ 2 3 i M
Ã  . .   .where n belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "Z , "z z g J ,Ã K G 1 2 M
 .4"m m g M and all characters n are orthogonal to each other when n runsÃ Ã
o¨er N. This statement also holds e¨en if we replace n by t in T or v in W.
A quite similar statement to 5.3.5 holds for M9 and M0. If I / B, then by
5.2.11 at least two of M, M9, and M0 are not empty, and then by 5.3.5 and
 .a similar statement to 5.3.5 for M9 respectively, M0 , up to a suitable
choice of the notation, we have
  ..5.3.6. If I / B, then for any i g I and any u g Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d u s d r q r we ha¨e3 4
0 0 ÃD i y r y r s 2Y q i and D u y r y r s 2Y q u , .  .ÃQ 1 2 1 Q 3 4 2
Ã Ã  . .   .4where i and u belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "z z g J . AllÃ K G 1 2
Ãcharacters i and u are orthogonal to each other when i runs o¨er I and u runsÃ
  ..  .  .o¨er the set of characters in Irr C Q such that d u s d r q r .ÃK L 3 4
Furthermore,
5.3.7. If I / B and M / B, then the notation in 5.3.6 forces i in 5.3.5
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to be 1 and for any n g N, any t g T , and any v g W, we ha¨e
0 0D n y j y j s Y y Z q n , D t y j y j s Y q Z q t .  .Ã ÃQ 2 3 1 M Q 4 5 2 T
and
0D v y j y j s Y y Z q v , . ÃQ 6 7 2 T
Ã  . . where n , t , v, and Z belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "zÃ Ã Ã T K G 1 2
 . 4z g J , " Z . All characters m, n , t , and v are orthogonal to each otherÃ Ã Ã ÃM
when m, n , t , and v run o¨er M, N, T , and W, respecti¨ ely.
A similar statement to 5.3.7 holds for M9 when I / B and M9 / B. A
similar statement to 5.3.7 also holds for M0 when I / B and M0 / B. On
0 .  .condition 5.3.2 we claim that for any a in A D a y r y r containsQ 1 3
both Y and Y with multiplicity 1. By way of contradiction we may1 2
0  .suppose that for some a in A D a y r y r contains Y with multi-Q 1 3 1
plicity 2. Then
  ..  .5.3.8. For any a g A and any b g Irr C Q such that d b sÃK L
 .d r q r we ha¨e2 4
0 0 ÃD a y r y r s 2Y q a , D b y r y r s 2Y q b , .  .ÃQ 1 3 1 Q 2 4 2
Ã Ã  . .   .4where a and b belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "z z g J .Ã K G 1 2
ÃFurthermore, all characters a and b are orthogonal to each other when aÃ
  ..runs o¨er A and b runs o¨er the set of characters in Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d b s d r q r .2 4
This forces I to be empty by 5.3.6 and furthermore M to be empty by
5.3.5 and also M9 to be empty by a similar statement to 5.3.5 for M9. Then
by 5.2.9 we have the following:
5.3.9. C / B and for any g g C, any m0 g M0, any n 0 g N0, any
  ..  .t 0 g T 0, any v0 g W0, and any d g Irr C Q , such that d d sÃK L
 .d r q r , we ha¨e2 3
X0D g y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q g . ÃQ 1 4 1 2 C C
X0 ÃD d y r y r s Y q Y y Y y Y q d .Q 2 3 1 2 C C
X0 0D m0 y r s Y q Y q m0 , D n 0 y r s Y y Y q n 0 .  .Ã ÃQ 1 1 C Q 2 2 C
X0 0D t 0 y r s Y y Y q t 0 , D v0 y r s Y q Y q v0 , .  .Ã ÃQ 3 1 C Q 4 2 C
X Ã   . .where Y , Y , g , d , m0, n 0, t 0, and v0 belong to "Irr C Q , f yÃ Ã Ã Ã ÃC C K G
Ã Ã  .  .4"Y , "Y , "z , "a , "b ¬ z g J, a g A, d b s d r q r and theyÃ1 2 2 4
are orthogonal to each other.
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0 .   ..Hence by 5.3.3 , 5.3.4, 5.3.8, and 5.3.9 for any h in L C QÃK L
0g y d q m0 y t 0 , h s Y , D h .     /C Q  .C Q / G
g d m0 t 0  .C QÃL
where g , m0, and t 0 run over C, M0, and T 0, respectively and d runs over
  ..  .  .the set of characters in Irr C Q such that d d s d r q r . ThisÃK L 2 3
implies that there is an integer z such that
Y ug s z g y d q m0 y t 0 u s 0 .  .Ã    C  /
g d m0 t 0
  :.  4 w x  .for u g P y Q which satisfies C Q u s 1 by 3.10.2 in 9 cf. 3.2.1 ,E
   :..where g denotes the unique primitive idempotent in Z OC Q uÃ G
corresponding to eCGQu:. and g , d , m0, and t 0 run over the above sets,
w xrespectively. This contradicts Lemma 2.7 in 9 . A similar argument is valid
for Y and our claim holds. Furthermore,2
  ..5.3.10. If A / B, then for any a g A and b g Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d b s d r q r we ha¨e2 4
X0D a y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q a . ÃQ 1 3 1 2 A A
X0 ÃD b y r y r s Y q Y y Y y Y q b , .Q 2 4 1 2 A A
X Ã Ã  . . where Y , Y , a , and b belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y , "zÃA A K G 1 2
Ã .4z g J and are orthogonal to each other. Moreo¨er, all characters a and bÃ
are orthogonal to each other when a runs o¨er A and b runs o¨er the set of
  ..  .  .characters in Irr C Q such that d b s d r q r .ÃK L 2 4
Quite similarly we can show the following:
  ..5.3.11. If C / B, then for any g g C and any d g Irr C Q , suchÃK L
 .  .that d d s d r q r , we ha¨e2 3
X0D g y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q g . ÃQ 1 4 1 2 C C
X0 ÃD d y r y r s Y q Y y Y y Y q d , .Q 2 3 1 2 C C
X Ã Ã  . . where Y , Y , g , and d belong to "Irr C Q , f y "X , "X , " zÃC C K G 1 2
Ã .4z g J and are orthogonal to each other. Moreo¨er, all characters g and dÃ
are orthogonal to each other when g runs o¨er C and d runs o¨er the set of
  ..  .  .characters in Irr C Q such that d d s d r q r .ÃK L 2 3
Next we claim the following:
5.3.12. If M0 / B, then for any m0 g M0 and any n 0 g N0 we ha¨e
0 0D m0 y r , Y s D n 0 y r , Y . .  . /  /Q 1 1 Q 2 1 .  .C Q C QG G
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Indeed, to prove this, we may assume that I s B by a similar statement
to 5.3.7 for M0 and then by 5.2.11 M s M9 s B and by 5.2.9, A / B and
  X4C / B and then by 5.3.10 and 5.3.11 our claim holds with Y , Y sA A
 X 4  X 4.Y , yY or yY , Y .C C C C
First assume A / B. By 5.3.12 we can choose the notation in such a way
that
5.3.13. If A / B, then for any m0 g M0, any n 0 g N0, any t 0 g T 0,
and any v0 g W0, we ha¨e
0 0D m0 y r s Y q Y q m0 , D n 0 y r s Y y Y q n 0 .  .Ã ÃQ 1 1 A Q 2 1 A
X X0 0D t 0 y r s Y q Y q t 0 , D v0 y r s Y y Y q v0 , .  .Ã ÃQ 3 2 A Q 4 2 A
  . . where m0, n 0, t 0, and v0 belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y , "Y ,Ã Ã Ã Ã K G 1 2
X Ã  .4"Y , "Y , "z z g J .A A
0  .We remark that D h is orthogonal to Y , if h belongs to the set ofQ A
all characters m y j y j , n y j y j , t y j y j , v y j y j , m9 y0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
j y j , n 9 y j y j , t 9 y j y j , v9 y j y j , i y r y r , u y r0 3 1 2 4 7 5 6 1 2 3
y r , where m, n , t , v, m9, n 9, t 9, v9 and i run over M, N, T , W, M9, N9,4
T 9, W9, and I, respectively, and u runs over the set of characters in
  ..  .  .Irr C Q such that d u s d r q r . By 5.3.11 we haveÃK L 3 4
0D g y r y r , Y s n s 0 or "1 for any g in C. .  . /Q 1 4 A  .C QG
 .Hence by 5.3.3 , 5.3.4, 5.3.10, 5.3.11, 5.3.13, and the above remark we have
a y b q n g y n d q m0 y n 0 , h      /
a gb d m0 n 0  .C QÃL
0s Y , D h . /A Q  .C QG
where a , g , m0, and n 0 run over A, C, M0, and N0, respectively, and b
  ..  .and d run over the sets of characters in Irr C Q such that d b sÃK L
 .  .  .d r q r and d d s d r q r , respectively. This contradicts Lemma2 4 2 3
w x2.7 in 9 and 3.2.1, again, as the last step of the proof of 5.3.9. By 5.2.9 we
have C / B now, but we can get a contradiction similarly. Now we have
thrown away the first case.
5.4. As the second case we want to eliminate, suppose that for
  . .some z in J and some Y in "Irr C Q , f we haveK G
0D z y r , Y s 2. 5.4.1 .  . /Q  .C QG
 .Then as 5.3.3 in this case we also have
C E s Q. 5.4.2 .  .P
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 .By 5.3.1 ,
5.4.3. For any z in J we ha¨e
0 ÃD z y r s 2Y q Y q Y q Y q Y q z , .Q 1 2 3 4
Ã   . .where z , Y, Y , Y , Y , and Y belong to "Irr C Q , f and they are1 2 3 4 K G
Ãorthogonal to each other. Furthermore, all characters z are orthogonal to each
other, when z runs o¨er J.
 .By 5.2.3 we conclude the following:
5.4.4. Assume that M / B, and choose m g M, n g N, t g T , v g W
and set h s m y j y j , n y j y j , t y j y j , or v y j y j . Then0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
we ha¨e
0D h , Y s 1 or 0, . /Q  .C QG
and this multiplicity depends only on M, N, T , and W. For example, it does
0.  .not depend on the choice of m in M. If this multiplicity is one, then D h isQ
0 4  .orthogonal to all of Y . Otherwise, D h contains exactly two char-i 1O iO 4 Q
 4acters of Y with multiplicity one and is orthogonal to the remain-i 1O iO 4
0  .ing two characters of this set. Among four characters D m y j y j ,Q 0 1
0 0 0 .  .  .D n y j y j and D t y j y j and D v y j y j , exactly twoQ 2 3 Q 4 5 Q 6 7
characters contain Y with multiplicity one and one of the remaining characters
 4contains two of Y , say Y and Y with multiplicity one and the otheri 1O iO 4 m m9
 4  4remaining character contains both Y y Y , Y with multiplicity one.i 1O iO 4 m m9
A similar statement to 5.4.4 holds when we replace M by M9 or M0. We
claim that
5.4.5. If I / B, then for any i in I we ha¨e
0D i y r y r , Y s 2 or 0. . /Q 1 2  .C QG
Indeed, otherwise, up to a suitable choice of the notation, for any i in I
  ..  .  .and any u in Irr C Q such that d u s d r q r we haveÃK L 3 4
0D i y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q i . ÃQ 1 2 1 2 I
0 ÃD u y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q u , .Q 3 4 3 4 I
Ã   . . where Y , i, and u belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, "Y , "Y , "ÃI K G 1 2
Ã  .4Y , "Y , "z z g J and are orthogonal to each other; but by 5.2.11 at3 4
least two of M, M9, and M0 are not empty and, by 5.4.4 and a similar
statement in case M9 / B or M0 / B, we get a contradiction. Similarly,
we can show that
  ..  .5.4.6. If I / B, then for any u in Irr C Q such that d u sÃK L
 .d r q r we ha¨e3 4
0D u y r y r , Y s 2 or 0. . /Q 3 4  .C QG
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On the contrary we claim that
5.4.7. If A / B, then for any a in A we ha¨e
0D a y r y r , Y s 1. . /Q 1 3  .C QG
By way of contradiction first suppose that for some a in A the
0  .multiplicity of Y in D a y r y r is two. Then for any a g A andQ 1 3
  ..  .  .b g Irr C Q such that d b s d r q r we haveÃK L 2 4
0D a y r y r s 2Y q a . ÃQ 1 3
0 ÃD b y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q b , .Q 2 4 1 2 3 4
Ã   . . where a and b belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, "Y , "Y , "Y ,Ã K G 1 2 3
Ã  .4"Y , z z g J . Then by 5.4.4 and a similar statement for M9, we have4
M s M9 s B, and then by 5.2.11, I s B. Then by 5.2.9, C / B and, up to
a suitable choice of the notation, for any g g C, any m0 g M0, any
  ..n 0 g N0, any t 0 g T 0, any v0 g W0, and any d g Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d d s d r q r , we get2 3
0D g y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q g . ÃQ 1 4 1 2 C
0 ÃD d y r y r s Y q Y q Y y Y q d .Q 2 3 3 4 C
0 0D m0 y r s Y q Y q m , D n 0 y r s Y q Y q n 0 .  .Ã ÃQ 1 C Q 2 3 4
0 0D t 0 y r s Y y Y q t 0 , D v0 y r s Y q Y q v0 , .  .Ã ÃQ 3 C Q 4 1 2
Ã   . . where Y , g , d , m0, n 0, t 0, and v0 belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y,Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃC K G
Ã Ã  .  .4"Y , "Y , "Y , "Y , "z , "a , "b ¬ z g J, a g A, d b s d r q rÃ1 2 3 4 2 4
 .and they are orthogonal to each other. Hence by 5.4.2 , 5.4.3, and the
0  ..above decompositions, we have for any h in L C QÃK L
0g y d q m0 y t 0 , h s Y , D h , .     /C Q  .C Q / G
g d m0 t 0  .C QÃL
where g , m0, and t 0 run over C, M0, and T 0, respectively, and d runs
  ..  .  .over the set of characters in Irr C Q such that d d s d r q r .ÃK L 2 3
w xThis contradicts Lemma 2.7 in 9 and 3.2.1, again, as the last step of the
proof of 5.3.9.
0 Next suppose that for some a in A the multiplicity of Y in D a yQ
.r y r is zero. Then again by a similar argument to the above one1 3
 .exchanging the roles of a and b we get a contradiction. Now we have
proved 5.4.7.
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Quite similarly we can show that if A / B, then for any b g
  ..  .  .Irr C Q , such that d b s d r q r , we haveÃK L 2 4
0D b y r y r , Y s 1. . /Q 2 4  .C QG
Furthermore, up to a suitable choice of the notation, we get the following:
  ..5.4.8. If A / B, then for any a g A and b g Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d b s d r q r , we ha¨e2 4
0D a y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q a . ÃQ 1 3 1 2 A
0 ÃD b y r y r s Y q Y q Y y Y q b , .Q 2 4 3 4 A
Ã   . . where Y , a , and b belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y, "Y , "Y ,ÃA K G 1 2
Ã  .4"Y , "Y , "z z g J and are orthogonal to each other. Moreo¨er, all3 4
Ãcharacters a and b are orthogonal to each other when a runs o¨er A and bÃ
  ..  .  .runs o¨er the set of characters in Irr C Q such that d b s d r q r .ÃK L 2 4
As 5.4.8 we can show the following:
  ..5.4.9. If C / B, then for any g g C and any d g Irr C Q , suchÃK L
 .  .that d d s d r q r , we ha¨e2 3
0D g y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q g . ÃQ 1 4 m m9 C
0 ÃD d y r y r s Y q Y q Y y Y q d , .Q 2 3 m0 m- C
Ã 4  4where m, m9, m0, m- s 1, 2, 3, 4 and Y , g and d belong toÃC
Ã  . .   .4"Irr C Q , f y "Y, "Y , "Y , "Y , "Y , "z z g J and areK G 1 2 3 4
Ãorthogonal to each other. Moreo¨er, all characters g and d are orthogonal toÃ
each other when g runs o¨er C and d runs o¨er the set of characters in
  ..  .  .Irr C Q such that d d s d r q r .ÃK L 2 3
Similarly to 5.3.12 we have the following: If M0 / B, then for any
m0 g M0 and any n 0 g N0 we have
0 0D m0 y r , Y s D n 0 y r , Y s 1 or 0 5.4.10 .  .  . /  /Q 1 Q 2 .  .C Q C QG G
Indeed, to prove this, we may assume that I s B cf. 5.4.5 and a similar
.statement to 5.4.4 for M0 and then A / B and C / B by 5.2.11 and
 4  4  45.2.9, and we have to have m, m9 s 1, 2 or 3, 4 and Y s yY or Y ,C A A
 .respectively, in 5.4.9, and at any rate, 5.4.10 holds.
First suppose that A / B and we use the same notation as in 5.4.8. If
 .M0 / B, then there are two possibilities according to the value in 5.4.10 .
If it is one, we get the following decomposition:
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5.4.11. For any m0 g M0, any n 0 g N0, any t 0 g T 0, any v0 g W0,
  ..  .  .any g g C, and any d g Irr C Q , such that d d s d r q r , weÃK L 2 3
ha¨e
0 0D m0 y r s Y q Y q m0 , D n 0 y r s Y y Y q n 0 .  .Ã ÃQ 1 A Q 2 A
0 0D t 0 y r s Y q Y q t 0 , D v0 y r s Y q Y q v0 .  .Ã ÃQ 3 1 2 Q 4 3 4
0D g y r y r s Y q Y q Y q Y q g . ÃQ 1 4 3 4 A
0 ÃD d y r y r s Y q Y q Y y Y q d , .Q 2 3 1 2 A
Ã   . . where m0, n 0, t 0, v0, g , and d belong to "Irr C Q , f y "Y,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã K G
Ã Ã  ."Y , " Y , " Y , " Y , " Y , " z , " a , " b ¬ z g J, a g A, d b sÃ1 2 3 4 A
 .4d r q r and they are orthogonal to each other.2 4
By 5.4.4 and a similar statement to 5.4.4 for M9, 5.4.5, and 5.4.6, we
remark the following:
0  .5.4.12. D h is orthogonal to Y if h belongs to the set of allQ A
characters m y j y j , n y j y j , t y j y j , v y j y j , m9 y j y0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
j , n 9 y j y j , t 9 y j y j , v9 y j y j , i y r y r and u y r y3 1 2 4 7 5 6 1 2 3
r , when m, n , t , v, m9, n 9, t 9, v9 and i run o¨er M, N, T , W, M9, N9, T 9,4
  ..W9 and I respecti¨ ely and u runs o¨er the set of characters in Irr C QÃK L
 .  .such that d u s d r q r .3 4
0  ..Consequently by 5.4.8, 5.4.11, and 5.4.12 for any h in L C QÃK L
a y b q g y d q m0 y n 0 , h      /
a gb d m0 n 0  .C QÃL
0s Y , D h . /A Q  .C QG
where a , g , m0, and n 0 run over A, C, M0, and N0, respectively, and b
  ..  .and d run over the sets of characters in Irr C Q such that d b sÃK L
 .  .  .d r q r and d d s d r q r . This is a contradiction again as the2 4 2 3
 .last step of the proof of 5.3.9. If M0 / B and the value in 5.4.10 is zero,
then we can also get a contradiction similarly.
If M0 s B, there are some possibilities. But in any case 5.4.12 holds
  ..  .  .and for any g g C and any d g Irr C Q such that d d s d r q rÃK L 2 3
we have
0 0D g y r y r , Y s y D d y r y r , Y .  . /  /Q 1 4 A Q 2 3 A .  .C Q C QG G
s "1 or 0. 5.4.13 .
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0  ..Then, again, we get for any h in L C QÃK L
0a y b q n g y n d , h s Y , D h , .     /A Q  .C Q / G
a gb d  .C QÃL
 .  .where n is the value in 5.4.13 "1 or 0 and a and g run over A and C
  ..respectively and b and d run over the sets of characters in Irr C QÃK L
 .  .  .  .such that d b s d r q r and d d s d r q r . This is a contra-2 4 2 3
diction again as the last step of the proof of 5.3.9. Hence A s B. By 5.2.15
we have C / B, but we can get a contradiction similarly. Now we have
thrown away the second case.
5.5. By 5.3 and 5.4
5.5.1. For any z in J we ha¨e
0 ÃD z y r s z y r , . ÃQ
Ã   . .where z belongs to "Irr C Q , f and is orthogonal to r and theÃK G
multiplicity of each irreducible constituent of r is 1 or y1. Furthermore, allÃ
Ãcharacters z are orthogonal to each other, when z runs o¨er J.
 .If M0 / B, then by 5.2.6 starting from the determination of the
0 0 0 0 .  .  . decomposition of D m0 y r , D n 0 y r , D t 0 y r and D v0 yQ 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q
.r for m0 g M0, n 0 g N0, t 0 g T 0, and v0 g W0, we may choose the4
notation in such a way that we have
r s r q r q r q rÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã1 2 3 4
for pairwise orthogonal r , r , r , r in L C Q , f 5.5.2 .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã  .1 2 3 4 K G
and that these characters satisfy the following:
  ..  .  .5.5.3. For any x and x 9 in Irr C Q such that d x s d r andÃK L i
 .  .  .d x 9 s d r q r 1 O i / j O 4 , we ha¨ei j
0 0D x y r s x y r , D x 9 y r y r s x 9 y r y r , . Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .Q i i Q i j i j
Ã  . ..  4where x and x 9 belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and are orthog-Ã Ã K G
onal to each other and to r.Ã
Furthermore, we may choose the notation in such a way that we have
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr s j q j , r s j q j , r s j q j , r s j q j 5.5.4 .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 0 2 2 1 3 3 4 6 4 5 7
Ã  .   . .for pairwise orthogonal j 0 O m O 7 in "Irr C Q , f and thatm K G
these characters satisfy the following:
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5.5.5. For any m9 g M9, any n 9 g N9, any t 9 g T 9, and any v9 g W9,
we ha¨e
0 Ã ÃD m9 y j y j s m9 y j y j , . ÃQ 0 3 0 3
0 Ã ÃD n 9 y j y j s n 9 y j y j , . ÃQ 1 2 1 2
0 Ã ÃD t 9 y j y j s t 9 y j y j , . ÃQ 4 7 4 7
0 Ã ÃD v9 y j y j s v9 y j y j , . ÃQ 5 6 5 6
Ã Ã  . . where m9, n 9, t 9, and v9 belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z , "j ¬ z g J,Ã Ã Ã Ã K G i
40 O i O 7 .
Clearly,
5.5.6. All characters x are orthogonal to each other when x runs o¨erÃ
  ..  .   .  .the set of characters in Irr C Q such that d x is in d r , d r q r ,ÃK L i i j
 .  .  .  . 4d j q j , d j q j , d j q j , d j q j ¬ 1 O i, j O 4, i / j .0 3 1 2 4 7 5 6
Ã5.6. First we point out that there are some L-local systems over X
 .which cannot be extended to X 9 in some cases cf. 5.7 through 5.13 . For
 .  .   ..any R in X such that C E s Q m R ; C s , Irr C R is indepen-ÃP P k L
Ä 4  .dent of R and using each j in 5.1.1 we seti 0 O iO 3
Ä Ä Ä ÄIrr C R s j , j , j , j . 5.6.1 .  . .Ã  5k L 0 1 2 3
 .  .Then for any R in X such that C E s Q m R ; C s there is aP P
Ã Ä Ä  ..  4self-isometry G of BCF C R permuting nontrivially j , j andÃR K L 0 1
Ä Äfixing j and j .2 3
Ã ÃThen let G be the map defined over X sending R in X to G ifR
Ã .Q m R ; C s , and to the identity otherwise. It is clear that G fulfillsP
Ãw xE-equivariant condition 3.2.2 in 9 and if for any R in X D denotes theR
Ã  .. w xself-isometry of CF C R obtained from G by 3.3.4 in 9 , then it is notÃLK
Ã   ..   .difficult to check that D permutes Irr C R . In case Q m R ; C s ,ÃR K L P
Ä Ä Ã Ä  ..  .if we regard j and j as characters in Irr C R , then D l)j sÃ0 1 K L R 0
Ä Ã Ä Ä  s: Ã .  .l)j and D l)j s l)j for any l g Irr P and D fixes any1 R 1 0 K R
Ã Ã  .. .other characters in Irr C R . Hence G is indeed an L-local system.ÃK L
0 0Ã   ..Moreover, it is clear that if D denotes the self-isometry of CF C QÃQ K L
Ã w xobtained from G in Proposition 3.7 in 9 , then we have for any m g M and
any n g N
0ÃD m y j y j s j m y j y j .Q 0 1 2 2 3
0ÃD n y j y j s j n y j y j .Q 2 3 2 0 1
0Ã  ..  4cf. 5.2.2 and then D exchanges the characters in m y j y j ¬ m g MQ 0 1
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 4with the characters in n y j y j ¬ n g N and fixes all other generators2 3
0  ..  .of L C Q introduced in 5.2.1 .ÃK L
 .  .Similarly for any R in X such that C E s Q m R ; C s there is aP P
Ã Ä Ä  ..  4self-isometry G of BCF C R permuting nontrivially j , j andÃR K L 2 3
Ä Ä Ã Ãfixing j and j . Now let G be the map over X sending R in X to G if0 1 R
0Ã . Q m R ; C s and to the identity otherwise, then D defined similarlyP Q
.  4to the above case exchanges the characters in t y j y j ¬ t g T with4 7
 4the characters in v y j y j ¬ v g W and fixes all other generators of5 6
0  ..  .L C Q introduced in 5.2.1 .ÃK L
Ã ÃThese two L-local systems over X and the L-local system over X which
Ãis a composition of these two L-local systems are those which we will use
 .later to modify a G, b -local system, if necessary.
 .5.7. We assume that C E s Q. We may assume that if M0 / B,P
then M / B and M9 / B. Indeed if M0 / B and M s B, then the
0  .decomposition of D is completely determined by 5.5.1, 5.5.2 , 5.5.3,Q
 .  .5.5.4 , 5.5.5, and 5.5.6 and the construction of N Q -stable D is clear; ifE Q
M0 / B and M9 s B, then we can do similarly, exchanging the roles of M
 .and M9. Hence on the conditions that C E s Q,P
 2 :C E / C s , t i.e., M0 / B , 5.7.1 .  .  . .P P
M / B, and M9 / B, we continue to argue.
We have the following possible decompositions for any m g M and any
n g N:
0 Ã ÃD m y j y j s m y j y j and . ÃQ 0 1 0 1
0 Ã ÃD n y j y j s n y j y j 5.7.2 .  .ÃQ 2 3 2 3
0 Ã ÃD m y j y j s m y j y j and . ÃQ 0 1 2 3
0 Ã ÃD n y j y j s n y j y j , 5.7.3 .  .ÃQ 2 3 0 1
Ã  . .  4where m and n belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and they areÃ Ã K G
orthogonal to each other, to r and to any x in 5.5.6. We also have theÃ Ã
following possible decompositions for any t g T and any v g W,
0 Ã ÃD t y j y j s t y j y j and . ÃQ 4 5 4 5
0 Ã ÃD v y j y j s v y j y j 5.7.4 .  .ÃQ 6 7 6 7
0 Ã ÃD t y j y j s t y j y j and . ÃQ 4 5 6 7
0 Ã ÃD v y j y j s v y j y j , 5.7.5 .  .ÃQ 6 7 4 5
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Ã  . .  4where t and v belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and they areÃ Ã K G
orthogonal to each other, to r, and to any x in 5.5.6.Ã Ã
ÃIt follows from 5.6 that up to modification of G with suitable G in 5.6 we
 .  .may always assume that decompositions 5.7.2 and 5.7.4 hold. We
 .remark that even if we have modified a G, b -local system at the stage of
2.9, there is no influence i.e., no duplication of modification on a same
.  .p-subgroup on our modification of a G, b -local system here, since
C t l C s s C E . .  .  .P P P
Now clearly all characters m, n , t , and v are orthogonal to each otherÃ Ã Ã Ã
when m, n , t , and v run over M, N, T , and W, respectively; and
0  .  .consequently D is completely determined by 5.5.1, 5.5.2 , 5.5.3, 5.5.4 ,Q
 .  .  .5.5.5, 5.5.6, 5.7.2 , and 5.7.4 and we can construct N Q -stable isometryE
D similarly.Q
 .5.8. We assume that C E s Q and M0 s B, which impliesP
 2 :C E s C s , t , .  .P P
 .and this guarantees that we have never modified a G, b -local system at
  .  2 :..the stage of 2.9 where we have had C E / C s , t .P P
Assume that I / B. Then by 5.2.11, M / B and M9 / B. First assume
that A / B and C s B. Then these conditions imply
 2 : 2C E s C s , t s C s t / C t , .  .  . .P P P P 5.8.1 .2 2C E m C s m C s , C E m C st m C s . .  .  .  .  .  .P P P P P P
 .With the same notation as in 5.5.2 we may assume that 5.5.3 holds for
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .4any x 9 such that d x 9 s d r q r with i, j g 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 1, 3 , 2.4 .i j
 .With the same notation as in 5.5.4 we may also assume that 5.5.5 holds.
ÃThen 5.5.6 holds. Recall that by 5.6 there are three L-local systems over
 .X, which we can use to modify G. Although it is possible that 5.7.3 or
Ã .5.7.5 holds, up to modification of G with suitable G in 5.6, we may always
 .  .assume that decompositions 5.7.2 and 5.7.4 hold. All characters m, n , t ,Ã Ã Ã
and v are orthogonal to each other when m, n , t , and v run over M, N,Ã
0T , and W, respectively; consequently D is completely determined and weQ
 .can construct N Q -stable isometry D .E Q
If A s B, then C / B by 5.2.15 and the conditions now imply
 2 : 2C E s C s , t s C t / C s t , .  .  . .P P P P 5.8.2 .2 2C E m C s m C s , C E m C st m C s . .  .  .  .  .  .P P P P P P
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Also in this case we can do similarly to the above case, modifying G with
Ãsuitable G in 5.6, if necessary.
 .5.9. Next assume that C E s Q, M0 s B, I / B, A / B, andP
C / B. Then these conditions imply
 2 :  2 : 2C E s C s , t m C t , C s , t m C s t , .  .  . .  .P P P P P 5.9.1 .2 2C E m C s m C s , C E m C st m C s . .  .  .  .  .  .P P P P P P
Ã 2 .For a new L-local system, take any R in X such that Q m R ; C s t .P
  . .We remark that such R is not contained in C s as in 5.6. Now there isP
Ã   ..a unique self-isometry G of BCF C R permuting nontriviallyÃR K L
Ã Ã  ..Irr C R . Then let G be the map defined over X sending R in X to GÃk L R
2 Ã Ã .if Q m R ; C s t and to the identity otherwise. Then G is an L-localP
0 0Ã   ..system as in 2.9 and if D denotes the self-isometry of CF C QÃQ K L
Ã   ..obtained from G, then for any g g C and any d g Irr C Q such thatÃK L
 .  .d d s d r q r we have2 3
0 0Ã ÃD g y r y r s j g y r y r , D d y r y r s j d y r y r .  .Q 1 4 1 2 3 Q 2 3 1 1 4
0Ã  4and D exchanges the characters in g y r y r ¬ g g C with the charac-Q 1 4
   ..  .  .4ters in d y r y r ¬ d g Irr C Q , d d s d r q r and fixes allÃ2 3 K L 2 3
0  ..  .other generators of L C Q introduced in 5.2.1 , since M0 s B now.ÃK L
Ã Ã ÃWe will use this G or a composition of this G and an L-local system in 5.6
later to modify G, if necessary.
5.10. On the same conditions as those in 5.9 we continue. As in 5.8
 .with the same notation as in 5.5.2 we may assume that 5.5.3 holds for any
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .4x 9 such that d x 9 s d r q r with i, j g 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 1, 3 , 2.4 .i j
 .With the same notation as in 5.5.4 we may also assume that 5.5.5 holds.
 .Then 5.5.6 holds and we have two possible decompositions 5.7.2 and
 .  .  .5.7.3 , and two possible decompositions 5.7.4 and 5.7.5 . We also have
  ..two possible decompositions for any g g C and any d g Irr C Q suchÃK L
 .  .that d d s d r q r :2 3
0 0 ÃD g y r y r s g y r y r , D d y r y r s d y r y r .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃQ 1 4 1 4 Q 2 3 2 3
5.10.1 .
0 0 ÃD g y r y r s g y r y r , D d y r y r s d y r y r , .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃQ 1 4 2 3 Q 2 3 1 4
5.10.2 .
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Ã Ã  . .  4where g and d belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and they areÃ K G
orthogonal to each other and to r.Ã
ÃNow up to modification of G with suitable G in 5.6 or 5.9 we may always
 .  .  .assume that decompositions 5.7.2 , 5.7.4 , and 5.10.1 hold. Clearly
all characters x are orthogonal to each other when x runs over theÃ
 .  .set of irreducible ordinary characters of C Q such that d x gÃL
  .  .  .  .  .  .d r q r , d j q j ¬ 1 O i, j O 4, i / j, m, n g 0, 3 , 1, 2 , 4, 7 ,i j m n
0 .  .  .  .  .445, 6 , 0, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 and consequently D is completely deter-Q
 .mined and we can construct N Q -stable isometry D similarly.E Q
 .5.11. We continue to assume that C E s Q and from now onP
we have only to study the case that M0 s I s B. With the same notation
 .   . .as in 5.5.2 we may assume that cf. 5.2.7 , 5.2.8, 5.2.9
  ..  .  .5.11.1. For any x in Irr C Q such that d x s d r q r withÃK L i j
 .  .  .  .  .4i, j g 1, 3 , 2, 4 , 1, 4 , 2, 3 , we ha¨e
0D x y r y r s x y r y r , . Ã Ã ÃQ i j i j
Ã  . .  4where x belongs to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and all characters xÃ ÃK G
are orthogonal to each other and to r.Ã
0 .If M s M9 s B, then we can use the same notation as in 5.5.4 and DQ
is completely determined by 5.5.1 and 5.11.1 and then we can construct
 .N Q -stable isometry D .E Q
 .5.12. First assume that C E s Q, M0 s I s M9 s B, andP
M / B. The conditions now imply
 2 : 2C E s C s , t s C st / C s , C s s C s . .  .  .  .  . .P P P P P P
5.12.1 .
Ã . On condition 5.12.1 we introduce some L-local systems over X which we
.will use later to modify G, if necessary . For any R in X such that
Q m R ; C s , .P
 .  .   ..C R is independent of R and we use 5.6.1 cf. 5.1.1 . Note that byÃL
 . w  :x  :   ..assumption 5.12.1 , P, s i s is a Frobenius group and Irr C RÃK L
consists of only linear characters and the characters of degree 4. For any
 . given permutation of the characters in 5.6.1 which are independent of
Ã.   ..R , there is a self-isometry G of BCF C R which corresponds to thisÃR K L
 .fixed permutation of the characters in 5.6.1 . Let s denote the permuta-
 .tion of suffixes of the characters in 5.6.1 caused by this permutation. Let
Ã Ã  .G be the map defined over X, which sends R in X to G if Q m R ; C sR P
Ã Ã Ãand to the identity otherwise, then G is an L-local system as in 5.6. G
Ãw xfulfills E-equivariant condition 3.2.2 in 9 . D permutes the linear ordi-R
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Ä Ä .nary characters of C R in such a way that it sends l)j to l)j forÃL i s  i.
 . s:  4any l g Irr P and any i g 0, 1, 2, 3 , and fixes all nonlinear ordinaryK
0Ã .  . .characters of C R , in case Q m R ; C s . Let D denote the self-ÃL P Q
0 Ã  .. w xisometry of CF C Q obtained from G as in Proposition 3.7 in 9 . ThenÃK L
for any m g M we have
0ÃD j m y j y j s j m y j y j .  . .Q 2 i 0 1 2 s  i. 0 1
s j m y j y j 5.12.2 .2 s  i. 2 s  i. 2 s  i.q1
0Ã  4 Hence D exchanges the characters in m y j y j ¬ m g M , n y j yQ 0 1 2
4  4  4j ¬ n g N , t y j y j ¬ t g T , and v y j y j ¬ v g W setwise with3 4 5 6 7
0  ..one another and fixes all other generators of L C Q introduced inÃK L
 .  .5.2.1 . By 5.5.1 and 5.11.1, setting the notation as in 5.5.4 and modifying
 .it if necessary especially in case A or C s B , we reduce to the 4!
 4possible decompositions corresponding to the permutations s of 0, 1, 2, 3 :
5.12.3. For any m g M, any n g N, any t g T , and any v g W, we
ha¨e
0 Ã ÃD m y j y j s m y j y j . ÃQ 0 1 2 s 0. 2 s 0.q1
0 Ã ÃD n y j y j s n y j y j . ÃQ 2 3 2 s 1. 2 s 1.q1
0 Ã ÃD t y j y j s t y j y j . ÃQ 4 5 2 s 2. 2 s 2.q1
0 Ã ÃD v y j y j s v y j y j , . ÃQ 6 7 2 s 3. 2 s 3.q1
Ã  . .  4where m, n , t , and v belong to "Irr C Q , f y "z ¬ z g J and theyÃ Ã Ã Ã K G
are orthogonal to each other and to r.Ã
The reason is that we can exchange the suffixes of the characters of the
 . .right-hand side of each equation in 5.5.4 preserving r , r , r and r .Ã Ã Ã Ã1 2 3 4
Furthermore, by the above argument, up to modification of G with
Ãsuitable G we may assume that the above s is identity. Clearly
5.12.4. All characters m, n , t , and v are orthogonal to each other andÃ Ã Ã Ã
  ..  .   .  .to any x in Irr C Q such that d x g d r q r ¬ i, j sÃ ÃK L i j
 .  .  .  .41, 3 , 2, 4 , 1, 4 , 2, 3 , when m, n , t , and v run o¨er M, N, T , and W,
respecti¨ ely.
0 Consequently D is completely determined by 5.5.1, 5.11.1, 5.12.3 s sQ
.  .identity and 5.12.4 and we can construct N Q -stable isometry DE Q
similarly.
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 .5.13. Next assume that C E s Q, M0 s I s B, and M9 / B.P
Then M s B by 5.2.11. The conditions now imply
 2 : 2C E s C s , t s C s / C st , C st s C s . .  .  .  .  . .P P P P P P
5.13.1 .
ÃAs in 5.12 we introduce some L-local systems over X which we use to
 .modify G, if necessary. For any R in X such that Q m R ; C st ,P
  ..Irr C R is independent of R and for any given permutation ofÃk L
Ã  ..   ..Irr C R there is a self-isometry G of BCF C R which corre-Ã Ãk L R K L
Ã  ..sponds to this fixed permutation of Irr C R . Let G be the map definedÃk L
Ã  .over X, sending R in X to G if Q m R ; C st and to the identityR P
Ã Ãotherwise; then G is an L-local system over X as in 5.12. Although there
0 0 .  .are some possible decompositions of D m9 y j y j , D n 9 y j y j ,Q 0 3 Q 1 2
0 0 .  .D t 9 y j y j , and D v9 y j y j for any m9 g M9, any n 9 g N9,Q 4 7 Q 5 6
Ãany t 9 g T 9, and any v9 g W9, up to modification of G with suitable G,
we may always assume that the decomposition is unique so that we can
 .construct N Q -stable isometry D quite similarly to 5.12.E Q
 . w x5.14. Finally assume that C E / Q. Then as in 4.17 in 9P
E .  45.14.1. For any l g Irr P y 1 and any i such that 0 O i O 7 weK
ha¨e
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j , .Q i i il i
Ã Ã   . .where j and j belong to "Irr C Q , f .il i K G
Furthermore, all characters
EÃ Ã  4j , j l g Irr P y 1 , 0 O i O 7 5.14.2 .  . 5il i K
 .are orthogonal to each other. With the same notation as in 5.5.2 and
 .  .  .5.5.4 , we may assume that 5.5.3, 5.5.5, 5.7.2 , and 5.7.4 hold coherently
with 5.14.1. Clearly all characters x are orthogonal to each other and toÃ
 .each character in 5.14.2 , when x runs over the set of all nonlinear
  ..  .characters in Irr C Q . Consequently, we can construct N Q -stableÃK L E
isometry D in this case.Q
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